STALEMATE ON THE MADRID
saying, "Only one man was taken 111, and he suiiered from
lead poisoning, having been shot in the stomach."
The Reds at the outset kept six Russian tanks In the
Western Park with which they made frequent sorties
and raids Into the centre of the University City. "It
was annoying," one of Colonel Yague's staff, a stout,
elderly majors told me, "to be taken by surprise by one of
these visitors. One of them chased me twice round one
of the hospital pavilions before I could find a doorway to
take shelter In. I had only my revolver with me, and all
I could do was to keep a corner of the building between me
and the great lumbering monster, which was, so I thought
at the time, making straight after me. On subsequent
reflection, I doubt whether its driver had even seen me,
but at the moment I was very breathless." But the
Legionaries had by this time found ways of dealing with
these tanks They carried petrol bottles, which they
threw under the tanks, and thus burning out the rubber
wheels that keep the caterpillar treads distended, brought
the tanks to a standstill* Many tanks were disabled In
the University City, and finally the Reds withdrew them
from that sector for more advantageous service in the
open field.
The next manoeuvre of the Reds was to adopt an
extensive policy of mining. In the University City two
pavilions of the Clinical Hospital one day went up in
the air The Nationalist engineers could not understand
it at first, as it was quite impossible for the Reds to have
mined so far. Somebody then thought of the immense
new system of sewers which was being built for the new
quarters north of the University, A manhole was quickly
found and a squad of Legionaries sent down. They found
Red miners working, driving another gaEery under
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